To the Honorable Representation of the Colorado Supreme Court in the Proceeding of 17UPLIO, case
20 17SA2 14,
All cases ever involved with my business have been filed by registered patent attorneys. I have never filed
any cases on behalf of any client, and have continuously retained on contract attorneys to make sure that
that is the case. The company structure is much the same as Invent Help, who has been in business for
decades to my knowledge and even runs advertisements daily on national television yet they are not
being accused of practicing law without a license. My business never has been involved in any matter that
would appear before any state court or involve any matters before any state Bar. The USPTO has a
separate national Bar and I have been advised by multiple attorneys that I have worked with that as long
as my business is not involved in any matters of state law or before any state court, and that individuals
licensed before the USPTO Bar file all cases for clients, that there is no issue with compliance. I have
entrusted the attorneys licensed before the USPTO Bar to ensure compliance throughout the history of my
business, I have not done anything before the USPTO or any other legal institution that was not advised to
me by those attorneys as legal. This matter would inherently have to question the advisement of those
individuals, whom I entrusted as licensed attorneys.
—

Mr. Khoa T. Les case can be seen from his communications:
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Dear Mr. Oak Steied
Thank you for sending me the Mutual NonDisclosure Agreement To avoid the problems I have had at the patent law frm hred right now. PLEASE,
clarify the tollow;ng questions for me
1 What will you do for me in the application (writing and drawings)?
2 I wrote an extensive descript:on and specification of my device, can you revrew, revise, shorten or deve:op from them? In the Claims section you
can rewrite it do not think you have to do much in the drawings
3. If everything is agreed upon, how long can you finish the appIicaton and file it?
4. I have to wa,t for the approved appilcation from this law firm If it is the same as the one t wrote, I wit ask you to do it for me
Please let me know so I can make my ptan.
Thank you for your time
Best regards.
Khoa Le

As you can see, Mr. Le came to me stating that his previous patent firm had taken his patent application as
he wrote it and was expecting that they had done no work and would give it back to him in the same form
as he supplied it to him. This is what he is alleging that I have done as you can see he simply recycled
the story that he had about his previous firm and accused me of it. That was not his experience with our
business.
—

You can see that he accused his previous law firm of a horrible scam, setting up a pattern:
kho ie cliiOGeiTyaho corn>
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Dear Mr. Steied
Thank you for your ema:l I appreciate the details given me Please, answer some of my concerns below
1. Please tell me roughly the tme (how many months) your firm need to start and finish application and tile it.
2 My device is novel and unobvous” I see no reason why it is not patentable Reese. tell me if we both agree on everything and your frm handles
the application, will your firm handle all rejections by the USPTO thereafter for a fee?
3 lye gone through a horrible experience with this patent law firm rght now which t consider an ugly scam, would you PLEASE. guarantee me in
wrIng forms that you are honest in dealing vith me in good faith and you wIt try to do your best to help me obtan a patent in the same wey youve
been doing for alt other clients This will help me regain some confidence in dealing with a law firm
Again, thank you for your time and help.
Best regards
Khoa La

At the time I believed him and wished to help him set his case straight. After interacting with him I found
that he is, as self-described inventors are occasionally, somewhat mentally unstable. At one point on the
phone with me he said “I’m a rebel, I’ve harmed a lot of people in my life. I’ve lived a crazy life. Next
time you’re in Denver, I’ll buy you a beer, thank you for what you’ve done for me.” I have obviously tried

to avoid working with mentally unstable customers and have denied working with many inventors who
call with perpetual motion inventions and many other things. I was once asked to come to an inventor’s
house to see the engine he invented that ‘Did not flow any fluid in or out, and in a sealed box in his garage
was producing power right now with no energy input’. However, some of these individuals such as Mr. Le
make a convincing appearance of stability at first only to turn out to be mentally unstable later. In order to
represent testimony before a court I believe Mr. Le should be given a psychological evaluation to
determine if he is capable of understanding the consequences of his actions and maintaining a consistent
story.
You can see some of this in the way he communicates, however I thought he was a sincere individual who
had hadaterrible experience and needed help setting it right:
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Dear Mr. Steiert.
Thank you tor your detaed email You are such a good-hearted person for inventors and their entrepreneurshp va somb otfter questions (sorry
that Isa had so many questions) id like to ask you before I make up my mind
1. in the draft editing will you send me both the writing and the drawings you create at the same time? At the end of this editing process is there a
committee or a lawyer to wview the edited applicaton9
2 I am a man of my words Once I agree on the cost. I wilt pay you No if, 90 but. However, due to the experience with th:s law firm, Id Ike to ask you
you can come tip with a payment schedule that will elimnate my fear
Again, thank you for your twa
Best regards.
Khoa Le

if

At this point I informed him that our attorney would handle the case, as he requested, and it is obvious
from his message that he did not think that I was his attorney — or he would not have asked that. This
alone proves that I was not acting as an attorney.
The contract with Mr. Le, as with every one of our clients we have ever worked with and as is standard at
almost all if not all patent firms doing work on fiat-rate contracts rather than retainer, ended with the filing
of the patent. This was explained to Mr. Le up front, and again in the contract, and at any time that he
asked:
intetiigem Patent Services
is khcs -

we

its the cost up uwi tOng An we d;cusnCd on tb phone if the USPTO reiects the coms 2 years down the
charge you fur cow No sense in thareng uC° for sorretirina ycu mm net need 2 years from now
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tOot is a seporsie process that we would be doing you a diseewice to
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I did not see it at the time, but this was a preliminary threat from Mr. Le:
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Dear Mt Steiert
You wli have zero risk unless you put me in a stuation lke I have rijot now Pease. tell me what your proposal is that could aIevate my tear of being
trapped aga n
Thank you

My business operated in good faith at all times, so I had no concern with the statement, though it didn’t
seem like a normal statement from a normal individual. Nonetheless, Mr. Le had told me a horrible story
about his previous experience with his previous firm and I believed him and wanted to help. Clearly he
has recycled that story and alleged the same story against my business.
Mr. Le forwarded patent search results from a Mr. Louis Bradford of IP Global Partners, P.C. According
to the forwarded email, the email address was lbradford@patentlawyerusa.com.
Presumably Mr. Bradford could testify as to the mental state of Mr. Le and his experience with him:

Fw: LE KHOA ATTORNEY-CLIENT COMMUNICATION
-

PROJILEDGED AND CONFIDENTIAL

D

fr

Shea Is kCC’isi’yalrc-u cc-rn’
to irtetg 5k ievre’le On Thursds Apct 16. 2015 1 02 PM _ouis Eraiford

nrr,jrr-ne n-rote

Thank you.
Louis Oredfvrd
IP Global Partners, P.C. I Louis 0rd0ord, Patere 5earch & Compliance Director
1615 Walnut Street 151, Floartalte 1505 I Philadelphia PA 12102
Firm in Reg.t P—ectice Putent & Trademark Law Seforethe U5PTO
uLiensed to Represent ClientsAyross the 11.5. & lnterrraticnally
0: 1-800.799-3706 Lor.at: 215-732-101-2 F: 267-540.5412
rvww,PatentLrtr’,-yerUSArrv’ri I Professional Law Corporation

DISClAIMER:
Die to the federal nata-e of Patent and Trademark Law, we are licensed to represent clients across the U.S. and internationally. This e-mail message Is intended only
for the personal use of tire recipienttsi named above, This message may he an attorrrep-ct!ent communication and as such privileged and confidential. Ifyort ate not
an intended recipient, you may not review, copy or distribute this message. If you have received this communication in error, pisase notify us immediately by e-mail
and delete the original mesne.

As you can see, Mr. Le made the same claims against Mr. Bradfotd as he is making against me. I did not
recall that he forwarded this to me, but here is his e-mail to Mr. Bradford demanding repayment of fees
that Mr. Bradford would have apparently paid to the USPTO and which would thus not be reasonable to
refund:
Fw: The 4Nos urinal application
khoate rk’i%it’,3,nhcecnrns
to lr.tcligorrt Jean-rolls
Cr, Tb_rods-1 September 3 20109 24At.i thor le

523R0yahvncvmr- wrote

Bear Mr Louis Bradford
As far as Pm concerned the appl cation is done No further work is needed I already paid off your ftm as agreed upon in the amount of 53375 00 and
the 543500 12mg fee as evdenoed from my hank statements on 3-30 2015 and 4-272015 Please, return my filIng fee of 5435 CO

Khoa Ic

This establishes a clear pattern of behavior with Mr. Le.
Mr. Le sent this e-mail describing the experience he alleged with this previous firm:
The 4Nos urinal
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Dear Mr StereO

-

Thork you very much ftr your email yeslerday Frst 3 kr 0 l’ket. lull ucu awe ths cnnuorvulnn I had v,ith that trw this mo’rZng In 5enere’ I n-us told hot e-.srt time nentbacir an
aided draft, that edred draft was resiewed by an arromey ti-at it r- thu I Cud Iv rn sit n-rh thur I v:as rrrfed In elate tnrr Ce the application eritten mnstly byrne because the her
,nt Ills it 36 riven ste feet cemlurtabte Sly respvnse is Iii I I-ad eli i-a wvrc’:rs on uhtv rr,rccrentn is the Spucifcotas urd theshoce nI a cnmponent 1a c.:culur hnuhnji lathe
Claimu secbnn far 2 1:5 mnnths and ncbcdy has ecertold mclv remove tflsrc u,til 0:d ft rrr, rtd particularly the edhed drafts seotbecamethe sew drafts SCSI bock In eu hardly
or chorgivg venting Dli aurned because it is my idea bell paid at5 f-rn is ,-nte Pr apnr[ootun norm mete rrre n-nile 3 n-ithuul guiding ste at Ieaul in lire e1ti antragu r.eedsd
and 2’ I lotaliy disagreed because for no professional uvdt -nil not CI that rem fhC it Just the to a ten err’aib I sect to the srrpemn-sor etth acriiwlion process I ant atu. oyu is a car.ct:atory
ntannerltnte this gentleman that I do rOt s--ant to harm anyone n-hat was done is in the past let us Inrg€t it and n,eee Inrnardt In-art eeer,’bnd: tube happy Finally He lute mets n-rite
dun-n n-hat in-act end send the—n Iv a doninnated aIls-nw (2) At least he tried to ma sore happy ard I thunked hen far that t sent the last tow s-nuts to the nuperu nor chIt the same
requesttbut the applcahun he re-.iennd and dcne properly but to to aua3 howl have tn no through a pen- pencess usd1 havens idea hum Ivng tIns proress n-ill take end n-here my
apicatur. n-reId end up I hired that Cm ‘a lie later pun of March this year and now it is Sep’erofter T,.s snot a good prospect for nra t wl seed that firm art cc alto inicmr them ot my
dvisine 5k rn-penU n-I ns4,na rptat.cnshios n-th them

Which sounds identical to what he has accused my business of doing.

Mr. Le made an unreasonable request for guarantees as to results.
Khoa Ce
OGfitioatkyb ri
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Dna- lb Steleit
Thank you tor you- willingness to help ne I appreciate at. the help from ‘jiu It’s up to su to decide what male, uS are best us ted fr tie ar’c tim Yes I’m mibrig to moce fur’,sard with
you cod you: firm la there an way you put is the fee ucreeroenr purogiaph about chat your firm ‘sit do Is: me is terms niuritin the epp:i:atisn cod draaings. partciulo.lj the end result
ti-rn ianis to achiove on my behalf and the vilt:ngimess of ysar rrn to help me fxr a fee 5nst more than one rejection by the USPTt
Thurt: usa
Thoa lv

I informed him that was not possible, and that if those were the conditions he wanted he was welcome to
go work with someone else. I reinforced that the agreement was to write and file the application and did
not include any subsequent responses:
—
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Hi Khoa,
We can’t guarantee rut mole lilCo use rnjeclinlr from the LISPTO s roe deccosed the target is ore rejecilon hit no one culr guarantee -you coy number of reections if thafo sotrat 5ou’re
tumSing Icr no one can hop iou Uniss ofcoj:ne they arc l1n9 to you aid saring thutrt’ey can mute SJC1 a guarortee Fcrtlieuuore ne are g&ngfrnm
emoting patent search
results so results depend on :hose scorch results as weti As vs ue ciscossed a patent is a process that :r ,-oi.-es deutug such a human examiner and no one tan guarantee the thoughts
and behaviors cl ensUe: hunran being Ubat I do gaeantee :s that you wont be geSrrg uny better v;mk sni’uhere else with any other finn We mill do everything that crc can to get you a
one ejection allowance.
-

Ire cooffimed is sritnp wIth you inonytinres what ecachy w&re gyms to di, The fact that ye crib be vuritrg and submitting a Uttity Patent Application for
the purpose of boring the agreement in the first place

fibs 5

in the agreement, and tlret is

Mr. Le admitted that his requests were unreasonable, establishing a pattern there as well
demanding from his previous firm that they refund filing fees paid to the USPTO:
L

—

in addition to

ItihoaCeiitWbvt5’:v
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Dear Mr ste:ert
If’s unreasonable to ask you to do that firn corny about that As long an you give me the same effort yeses given to other clients t mitt ha happy
[It review the foe agreement and will get in touch with you cone
AgeS thonk you
Khna Ic

Mr. Le sent me this bizarre email, describing himself as an ‘Outlaw’ and implying that he had done things
which were either inappropriate, immoral, illegal, or all of the above. Which was a predecessor to him
later telling me on the phone that he was a rebel and had hurt many people, then offering me a beer:
RhoaCe kth’
I, tctet:.nvvt
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Dear Mr. Sreieff
hope ucuen had a great Labor Day hwida1s
understood the yAks lobe I expect u rough ride but with your help mill overcome it Don’t uuo ever thiok that the Police sffcnrn toe been giring tickets to the ivrnr.g man breakIng up
his family and turning his iho upnide du,vn Us 49 yearn? t wan a rote model from Vielnern on my oy,s at the ago sf11 became an chive movuje: for lire US Agency U: lnrernst;:ral
Dm.eloprnent in nry honrelown at the uncut l7urfren I started my senIor year is high school and tointred 0 4.1earcobege in Hue Vti In the USA I god on l.IbA at MSJ trliss.nsippi and a
ff595 at UC Denver, nevor committed anything vrrsrrg bat acuity old odd jobs Ovethern I’ve always been considered an outluvr Thu1 hove their urn judgment. I am who I am t stick ts ny
beliefs and principles oud slond rip to protect rhat is urine like the pumuil et fUn patent t don’t ask for any special treatment from mu I ask U be treated fociy i strongly believe in you and
our firm twill send Out a checkto oul Edwardsoffice ,n ‘‘etireeday ff:J9’2t15 and ciii sit ligirt r”oi:ingfnr sour trot drab

chunk you for heIrg nrc
Khoa Le

Clearly this is an individual willing to say anything no matter the costs to others in order to get what he
believes he is entitled to. As his communications related to the other firm show, what he believes he is
entitled to may not have any bearing to reality or contracts. And you can see that we confirmed multiple
times with him that the contract governed drafting and filing the patent by James Keys III only, and no
further subsequent actions.

I requested that contracted attorney James Keys III draft the patent application:
•
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James Keys, II iey4(tkoso.Jnn fififin
to’i ti
2 emotis receied 8 altatJtnrenls in total
Thanks
James Kees III
Registered Patent Aitnme
Iho Koyn Lmn Firm PLLC
3300 5’, 140th Aientie, STE 110
Miramar Florida 33327

55452741 (Ofitce)
554 519 2042 Fal

The following is the specification he supplied to us, which he alleges we simply took and used:

I’ORIAHLE URINAL APPARAFLiS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

10011

This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional

Application No.

Patent

62/176,974, lilcd in the Linited States Patent and Trademark Oflice on March 02, 2015,

and US. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/1 25,S42, filed in the United States Patent
and Trademark Office on Iebruary 02, 2015, The specification of the above referenced
jiatent application is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

BMK(IROUNI)
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Many rural and remote

1-egiolls

in Asia, Africa and South

Atiicrica

proper public restrooni facilities which cause quite a lilt ol discotulort

tO a

still lack

lot of tourists.

I lowever, many people in developing and industrialized nations also tind the same degree
of discotnfort. not because of inadequate public restrooms. but because they cannot find

any of such rest rooms at the moment sshen they need it the most. in an example. this
occurs during several special events like New

Year

Eve celebrations in several state

•

capitals in the U.S.A. People around the cotmiry arn\ e in New York for Christmas
holidays and they tend to flock to Time Square ftw New Year Eve special celebration.
They normally come early in the morning to get a good position. Since there are 00
public restrooms at Time Square. people tend to develop a strategy in advance hot to
drink any water and try to hold without urinating all day long until the New Year Eve
special event is over. [he holding period is, for example, over 1 2 hours.

10031
good sti

On the one hand no water intake for your body in a long period of time is not a
iLr,

bLL iust. it is a ht. ilth risk It can causc dJndranon

;

hich mieht kad to

severe eomphcatmns for people with serious and chronic illnesses such as uncontrolled or

untreated diabetes, kidney disease or heart fhilure.

10041

On the other holding in urine lbr a long period of time is not a good practice

either. It is also a health risk. Urinating is emptying the bladder and at the same time
flushing out bacteria. Holding in urine in the bladder does the opposite. It turns the
bladder into a breeding ground for bacteria. Remember that a few bacteria can multiply
into millions in a matter of hours. This can cause urinary tract infection which can occur
anywhere in the urinary ti-act: the bladder, the urethra, the kidney or the ureters, Also it
can stretch the bladder, enlarge it and eventually lead to loss ot the bladder control also
referred to as incontinence. Incontinence is a health problem which develops leakage of a
few drops of urine rarely noticed at first. (iradually urine leaks unexpectedly more oPen,
It can create embarrassment, low self-esteem, anxiety’ and depression and affects social
and sex life and even career choices fbi’ more than 1 5 millions of

men

and particularly

women in the I.LSA. today.

10051

Under such circumstances this portable urinal apparatus is invented. It offers an

immediate relief to all users particularly women. The strategy not to drink an water or
liquids and try to hold not to urinate as needed is no longer viable, It is hopefully a thing
of the pastS. This portable urinal apparatus helps people from all walks of life and

especially women urinate in a h)gicnic way in a place with no public restroom in sight
without hoIhcrin too much the people around because it is “no leak, no mess, no bad
smelling and no need to hokf’. thus giving rise to its name “the 4Nos urinal”.

DESCRIPTION Of PRIOR ART IN THIS FIELD

10061

There are several apparatuses for the collection and storage of urine used by

Fma1e and male users Some are tu the collection of urine sample tr medical testing.
Others are for waste storaee. In some of the Ibilowing American and Chinese patents in
this field are described with the hope to understand the essential elements of their
apparatuses.

tOO7J

U.S Patent No 6,00XA4Y Bi tilted “Urine Collection Deviee, 6/21/2005.

l3ernard Cli lThrd discusses a urine cotlee (ion device comprising a funnel member and a
collection member. The funnel member has a bowl portion with a cavity and a stem
oi1ion with a bore in fluid communication with the cavity of the bowl portion. Ui-inc
enters the cavity ot the bowl portion passing through the bore of the stem portion into the
collection member. The device must he positioned between the legs to collect rn-inc.
lucre is no lid to cover the bowl portion.

10081

11.5 Patent No 6,8 14,7 &) 132 titled “Female I ‘rinary System’’, I I /09/2t)t)4,

Denco, Inc. Ibis apparatus comprises a hollow Open top receiving body positioned below

the female urethra, a downwardly discharge tube whose outer surface has spiral grooves
to prevent kinking and stoppage of the urine flow atid a collection bag inserted into a leg

sleeve worn on the leg of the user. A vent hole extending horn the top of the receiing
body to the spiral grooves to assure proper eflhin

.

An elastici7ed panty with a slit is

used to hold the receiving body. The hollow open top receiving body is kwmed to fit the
area below the urethra, There is an absorbent pad placed under the receiving body

throutth the slit. The panty includes a slit so that the receiving body could be located
inside the panty with the discharge tube extending through the slit. Urine may flow from

the urethra into the receiving body through the discharge tube and then into the cotlection
bag.
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The specification then describes several more pieces of prior art, and continues to do so:

JOOI5J

From the descriptions above collecting and storing urine have been the prior art

subject of many patents around the world particularly in the U.S.A and China. Such
concepts or inventions were translated into commercial

devices (hat did riot offer Tfluch to

solve a!] the basic requirements by the users in urination. To find a urinal that can solve
such problems as scarcity of public restrooms, bad smelling, leakage, difficulty.
awkwardness. discomfort, etc., seems like not easy, Moreover women deserve much
better treatment with care and respect in this art. As a result thei-e are several fundamental
prior art issues that need to he addressed iii the following.

100161

There is no lid to close the open top of the funnel member in L’S Pat. No

6,9tP,44i [31. the urine receiving receptor in US Pat. No 7,435,242 132. the funnel in US
Pat. No 4,559,649A, the receiving funnel in CN Pat. No 1021 98027A, and the urine
excreting guider in C N Pat. No 2(1930122 U. All these apparatuses require either
immediate cleaning or throwaway in a trash can. Otherwise bad odor occurs. In US Pat.
No 5,920,91 OA there is a snap—in lit1 to the urine collection funneL But it is not air—tight.
As a results light bad odor might slip out. It is one of the main objects of the present
system that incorporates a t’ew t’eatures to prevent bad odor, with the help ota soft silicon
cushion attached hrmly on top of the rim the funnel lid is in a fluid—/air—tight closure with
the funnel body, the cap to close the circular housing. the elastic rubber seal and the seals
in all the caps.

100171

Women prefer a soil rim which fits their organ nicely because their vulva area is

.ery sensitive. The systems in US Pat. No 6,90,44 1131. US Pat. No 5,920.9 1 6A. US Pat.
No 7.435,24282, US Pat. No 4.559,649A. CN 102 19X027A and CN Pat. No 201930122
U do not have a soil cushion fit on top of’ the rims. One of the main objects of the present
system is to provide the user panictilarly the female user with a suP silicon cushion
attached Iinnlv on the rim to help her have a soft and nice application against her genital.
Then the specification continues:

SUMMARY OF TI IF INVENTION

100261

Therefore, the prior art discussions above are no small issues ihey are present

and critical. Not only does this portable urinal apparatus solve all these pressing and

lundamental issues hut also oilers such other unique features as an automatic mode of
operation, an outside switch to operate the device, an outside cloth cover to protect (lie
user’s privacy, a circular protective cap to prevent accidental opening, a storage

compartment with a rack thr the urine transmission tube to wrap around and a molded
slot for the funnel to be seated, a stylist—looking device, a container large enough foi’ a

tiny’s usage. ease of carriage. storage and care. and linally its compactness.

100271
public

With this portable urinal apparatus the users can urinate in a place with no
restroom

without causing discomfort to others as well as to themselves. Once urine

is collected, it’s secure and isolated from outside, thereby establishing a hygienic
collection and storage of urine. Further the apparatus shotild he user—friendly and
hygienic, that is. (lie user can easily excrete urine into (lie container within a limited

number of steps and the urine should not leak and create a mess, there shouldn’t be any
foul odor.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION Of TIlE DRAWINGS

10

t00281

F 1G. 1 exemplarily itlustrates an exploded view of a combined Funnel structure

conligured for ImaIe and male users including children,

[00291

fIG. 2 exemplarily illustrates a front perspective view of the urine tnmsmission

niean

100301

FIG, 3 eenip

apparatus.
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utihe portat)le urinal
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FkL4AexcmpkdlyiflustratesthesMevkwftheflowcontmlassmnbtyand W

the storage compartment structure in a compact model for both women and men.

(00321

FIG. 48 exemplarily illustrates the side view ofthe compact model

in a

closed

state.
(0033j

FIG. 5 exemplarily illustrates a front perspective view of the cloth cover.

(0034J

FIG. 6 exemplarily illustrates a front perspective view ofthe pouch.

DETAILED DERCRIPTION OF WE INVENTION

100351 It is noted firsthand that all materials such as rubber, silicon and plastic used to
produce the portable urinal apparaws 100 ow of medical grade to prevent corrosion and
bad odor embedded into the componenis ofthe product. However if this proves too
expentht only the funnel is made of medical grade silicon and plastic.
FIG. I exemplarily illustrates an exploded view of a funnel slructuw 101 in a
compact model. There are several types of funnels. The female funnel is shaped
100361

compact

model. There are several types of funnels. The fèrmule funnel is shaped

aceordinc to her genital. The same is wit!; the male funneL The funnel fur chIldren is
much smaller rouehlv half the size of the fumale or male funneL I lowever, this portable
II

urinal apparatus 100 cannot afThrd such a large space to hold all these different types of
funnels, the high cost for the users to pay them. the bulk packauin to say the least. In
addition, the mere Iuict ot’exchangin fur a different funnel due to the user’s sex type is
impractical and unhvgienic because it can cause leakage, bad smelIint and

contamination, in this context, a funnel structure designed fur both female and mate users
and fairly small for children is the best choice. It is structured according to the female and
male organs with much
funnel

structure

greater

emphasis upon the tmale Users’. It

IS

the combined

101 fur both female and male users includin children hereafter rel’ërred

to as the funnel structure 101.

100371

The portable urinal apparatus 100 comprises, fur eamp1c, a tunnel structure

101, where the contour is shaped to accommodate both female and male excretory
organs, The furuiel structure 101 is shaped accordingly in large part in (lout to lii a
lmale users organ with a small rear portion rounded for men. The ftmnet structure 101
has a fimnel lid structure 121 and a funne] body structure 123. Tn an embodiment, the

funnel body 123 is oval—shaped at its rim structure I 23b with an enclosed wall extending
from the rim ‘tructure 123h downward connected to a neck 123e. The funnel both
structure 123 has enough space inside to lit a sieve member 125. In addition, the funnel
body structure 123 has the rim structure I 23b on top and the lent’ structure I 23c at the
base of the rim sti-ucture I 23b. The leaf structure I 23v is curved out and bent downward
a little bit ICr a snap—lit wIth the edge of the funnel lid structure 121. [he soft silicon
cushion structure 124 is modelled after the contour of the rim structure t23b of the funnel

body struetttre 123 and is firmly and nicely attached to the rim structure 123h. Both the
rim structure 123h and the soft silicon cushion structure 124 are shaped according to the
female enitat. Away from both ends of the funnel body structure [23, a large enough
space is built in the middle of the funnel body structure 123 configured to provide the
fimaJe user with a roomy thnnel body stTucturc placed under her urethra to urinate with

ease, comfort and confidence. The funnel lid structure 121 is built according to the

contour of the funnel body structure 123 with a detailed construction of the interior
surlitce of the lid structure 121 to lit the soft silicon cushion structure 124 tirmiv attached

on the rim structure I 23b to have a fluid—/air4ight enclosure with the funnel body
12

a

structure 123 and with the edge of the lid structure 121 large enough For a suap—tit with
the leaf structure 1 23c. 1 he funnel lid structure 121 has a metal rod structure t2 I a
secut-ed to the rear of the lid structure 121 at one side and a tube structure 123a secured to

the back of the funnel body structure 123 below the leaf structure 123c. When the rod
structure 12 Ia slides inside the tube structure 123a, they arc in a locking mode with a
hitch positioned at the other end of the tube strcicture 123a to stop the rod structure 121 a
trom getting out of the tube structure I 23a. l3och the lid structure 121 and the funnel body
structure 123 have a female 123d and male 12k! hard rubber mate structures for locking

in front. The neck structutc I 23e connected to the cap structure 116 of the urine
The specification continues for 12 more pages, but that should be sufficient to demonstrate that as Mr. Le
requested, and was requested of Mr. Keys the specification was completely rewritten for Mr. Le, quite
contrary to his claim.

On September 8, 2015 Mr. Le sent me an e-mail containing this bizarre and paranoid allegation:
?Jso want to teV you that when sent the Trot provtsonul

pHcoon on 2 02/2C15 to the USPTO someone took out the dn&qn drawtnn peqe vuhte to transit by US Postal Sewces

Apparently he was alleging that someone opened his mail and removed a drawing while in transit with the
USPS. This establishes a pattern of paranoid behavior and allegations that almost certainly have no
foundation in reality, unless the court is to believe that someone removed a lone drawing from his mail.
Mr. Keys sent me this email, confirming that he is the one who was drafting the application:

James Keys, tit v]keysrheysta.4irm ccrrt>

lilil115
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lrettiqect
Oak
hope aI is wag My cfe scent into labor 3 weeks eriy yesterday and gave bhth to a healthy boy ths eart) mcrwrg iJams lUt
shIl hace a two mare tKnoo to do with the partabte urinal app and I will ttoish that up Friday
Thanks.

James Keys, ill

—

Thin emait was cent horn ny mobile device for a quick message or response Please exasee any :pcs or grammatical errors

Mr. Keys was responsible for the claims and specifications. You can see from the following draft
specification it is clearly a complete rewrite from that supplied by Mr. Le, showing that his allegations
that he wrote the specification are clearly completely unfounded:

PORFABLE4NOS URINAL

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS
This application is a non-provisional continuation of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial
No. 62176974, filed 02-Mar-2015 and entitled “THE 4NOS URiNAL”, the priority of which is
claimed by this application, and the entire contents and substance of which are hereby
incorporated in total by reference. This application is a non-provisional continuation of U.S.
Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 62I25Ht2, filed 02-Feb-2015 and entitled “Uholder
on-the-go”, the priority of which is claimed by this application, and the entire contents and
substance of which are hereby incorporated in total by reference.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED FMBC)L)IMENTS

The following description of the preferred embodiments of the invention is intended to enable
someone skilled in the prior art to make and use this invention, but is not intended to limit the
invention to these preferred embodiments.

1. First Preferred Embodiment
As shown in FIG 1, the portable urinal of the preferred embodiments has a receptacle with a
wide opening and internal cavity, where the internal cavity converges towards a tube neck,
wherein a tube is attached to the tube neck, wherein the tube is attached via a disconnect
neck to a container where the container can be sealed and separated from the tube, where
the receptacle is shaped to accommodate one or more of the male genitalia and the female
genitalia. The portable urinal of the preferred embodiments is designed to allow a user to

urinate in a portable location without discomfort, without creating an odor, without chance of
spilling bodily fluids, and without inappropriately exposing their body so that they can urinate
in locations where other people may be present.

As shown in FIG 1, the system of the first preferred embodiments has a receptacle that is
shaped to accomodate one or more of the male genitalia and the female genitalia. The
receptacle has a wide opening and internal cavity. In one variation, there may be separately
produced portable urinal s to accommodate the male and female genitalia respectively. In one
preferred variation, the female version of the portable urinal may have one of a circular
shaped wide opening, and a oval shaped wide opening to the receptacle and the opening to
,

the receptacle may be shaped to fit against the female genitalia. In one preferred variation,
the male version of the portable urinal may have an opening and cavity shaped to fit around
some or all of the male genitalia. In another preferred variation, the male version of the
portable urinal may have a receptacle shaped to accept a stream of urine from a male user

from a slight distance. In a preferred variation, the rim of the wide opening of the receptacle is
covered in an elastomenc material. The elastomeric material may provide a softer, yielding
surface to increase the comfort of the user when using the portable urinal This may be
.

particularly advantageous for female users who may have to press the wide opening of the
receptacle against the surface of their genitalia, or against the area surrounding their
genitalia. In another preferred variation, the rim of the wide opening of the receptacle is
covered in a silicone polymer material. The receptacle may, however, have any suitable
shape for capturing urine from a user. Male and female versions of the receptacle may
alternatively be identical, or have any suitable shape for interfacing with the needs of males
and females. The rim of the wide opening of the receptacle may, however, have any suitable
covering or protection, or may have no particular coating or protection at alt.

As shown in FIG XYZ, the portable urinal preferably has a lid that fits the wide opening of the
receptacle and closes off the receptacle This is done to prevent one or more of:
.

dissemination of odors, leakage of bodily fluids, and unsanitary contact with the outside
surfaces. After the use of the portable urinal it is preferable that the portable urinal can be
,

closed and sealed in such a way that it can be transported safely and without undue obtrusion
by the user. This may include being transported in a carry case sold with the portable urinal
It may also include being transported in one or more of bags and pockets of the user. The lid
preferably is pivotally attached to a hinge point molded to the receptacle below the rim of the
receptacle. In a preferred variation the lid can be removed entirely from the hinge point by
removal of the hinge pin. This may increase the comfort of using the device for female users.
In a preferred variation, a flexible snap with a camming surface is attached to the lid and
engages a ledge on a latch lock molded to the receptacle below the rim of the wide opening
of the receptacle and on the opposite side of the wide opening of the receptacle from the
,

hinge point. The hinge point may, however, be incorporated into the portable urinal in any

suitable manner. The lid may, however, be removed in any suitable way from the hinge point.
The lid may, alternatively, not be removable from the hinge point. In another preferred
variation, the lid may be one or more of a snap on or friction fit without a pivot. In this
preferred variation, the lid may removably attach to the wide opening of the receptacle in a
manner similar to a Tupperware lid. Alternatively, in this preferred variation, the lid may
removably attach to the wide opening of the receptacle in a manner similar to sealable
polymer containers known to the art in hospital settings. The portable urinal may, however,
alternatively include no lid at all for the receptacle The lid may, however, releasably fit to the
.

receptacle in any manner suitable for closing off the receptacle Another sealing device may,
.

however, be releasably fit to protect the inner surfaces of the receptacle.

As shown in FIG XYZ, the container is preferably coupled to the tube by a disconnect neck, allowing

fluid to flow from the tube into the container when the container s not selectively sealed. There is
preferably a movable sealing closure attached to the container, whit’ h allows the opening o the
container to be sealed when desii-ed. Preferably the movable seating closures the opening at the
container without further action from the user when the user disconnects the container from the tube.
This prevents one or more of spilling bodil fluids and dissemination of odors, Preftrably the container
includes a button that allows the user to open the movable sealing closure

on

Itie container at any

suitable time. In a pretèrred variation, there is a internally projecting tube that lito.ieczs into the

interior

of the container and is coupled in P aid communication with the opeiling of the container such that no
fi teid can enter the container without going through the internally projecting tube. This structure may.
however, have any suitable structure other than that of a ittbe. In a version of tlii.s prc1rred variation,
the movable sealing closure is pivuta fly attached to the internally projecting opening tube, and is
designed to pivot into and out Out of a sealing position with the rim of’ the internally projecting opening
tubc

P1LfLtabl tiwi is

ti

spi mg biasing (1w pi otmmt stat ig5unst the rim of Pit

inkrnatk

pm oittting

opening tube, sealing the opening of the container when the seat is not held away from the rim of the
The specification continues for many more pages, but that is sufficient to show that it was a complete
rewrite from the specification given by Mr. Le. It appears Mr. Le is simply angry and accusing us of the
story he accused the previous law firm of.
Mr. Le then stated that he was incredibly pleased with the application, a clear admission that it had been
rewritten to his satisfaction. He then went about requesting a long string of changes, beginning in the
same email:
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He attached edits he made to the specification file:
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Mr. Le wound up requesting significant additions to the patent, which were stated in the contract to not be
included in the original quote. He insisted that he wanted the additions and was fine with paying for him.
He then again clearly states that he is aware I am not the attorney and am not the one writing his patent:

a
—
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here In Denver
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After the revisions, Mr. Keys became incredibly hard to reach and started causing massive delays on some
of his cases I had entrusted him with. He came close to allowing at least one case to fall into
abandonment. At one point I am quite certain that Mr. Keys blocked my phone number to avoid me
asking him to finalize his cases promptly. Before that point Mr. Keys had always done great work and
done it well. As this was unacceptable, I ended the contracted relationship with Mr. Keys and asked that
Mr. Hamerly check over, adjust or rewrite in part or completely anything he found the need to change
before representing it, and then file the application that Mr. Keys had been tasked with drafting. At that
point the application became the representation and responsibility of Mr. Hamerly, and even if Mr. Keys
began any errors, it would be Mr. Hamerly’s full responsibility if he did not adjust, correct, or rewrite
them before filing as he was entrusted with representing the application. If he had stated that it should be a
complete rewrite, then that would have been the course of action all representation was fully up to Mr.
Hamerly, and whatever final version he filed he represented in full as was asked of him. I presented him
with the information on the inventor and what had been drafted and from then on the responsibility and
representation were his in full, as set out in his contract with my business.
—
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Photo 725-227-5973

If Mr. Hamerly neglected to take any actions in representing the case, that would be his neglect and in
violation of our contract.
Mr. Hamerly filed the patent application using my company credit card I supplied to him so that he would
not have to pay the filing out of pocket, as was the case with all cases he filed. Here is his email with the
filing receipt:

Michael Chades HarirerlycdranmrIugwus
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That should piovide more than enough proof that Mr. Les case was completed by licensed attorneys, filed
by licensed attorneys, and that his contract which I confirmed with him multiple times was for the writing
and submitting of his patent and no responses beyond that, was fulfilled. Mr Hamerly is responsible for
the filing and the claims in full, though the case was begun and entrusted to Mr. Keys.
I then noticed it appeared Mr. Harnerly had not filed the amount for the excess claims:
Excess claims on last application
•
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Scot from my Phone

I followed up with Mr. Hamerly, at which point he expressed one of many of his bizarre issues he would
give me about why he couldn’t appropriately file things with the USPTO. The form he sent me is only a
fee transmittal and represents nothing about the case it was filled out by him and then it was faxed to the
USPTO by an assistant. It is to assert payment only:
—
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The assistant faxed the form to the USPTO and my business card was charged by the USPTO for the
excess claim fee, which should then have been applied to Mr. Les case.
Here is the charge from the USPTO from what I can determine via limited reporting given in my bank
account, including a late fee. The USPTO often has a delay in applying charges by some time (particularly
with Christmas and the faxed request)
01,12/17

PURCHASE AUYHORtZED ON 01/11 US PATENTTPuIDEI1AR 571272-6501 VA
;J1Jtj1153 ?°ti56bit CARD 9795

010000

Mr. Le then left me a jumbled message saying the USPTO had contacted him, it did not make much sense.
I e-rnailed him to request that he supply a written copy of the message so I could have it reviewed by Mr.
Hamerly:
=
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As you can see, the excess claim fee had been handled from our end unless the USPTO made a mistake.
The USPTO on occasion denies micro entity status and requests more money for a small entity filing
instead so that was a possibility for why Mr. Le was being asked for more money, but without Mr. Le
supplying a written response there was no way to know. I was informed by one of the attorneys, probably
Mr. Hamerly but I do not recall exactly who, that he could simply send the difference the USPTO
requested by check or credit authorization form information I passed along to him. This statement was a
preliminary statement awaiting the written response so that I could supply it to the attorney.
—

Mr. Le did not supply the written response or inquire further about that issue at that time. He later asked if
he could do a continuation in part because he wanted to add more claims. He also asked if we could do a
retainer in anticipation of office action responses. I informed him that it could be done, but that it would
have to be based on the worst case scenario, which made no sense. In effect, that was my was of saying
that it was not an appropriate way to handle the situation. I also informed him the range that responses
would generally run. His e-mail and my response make it clear that he was well aware any response to
office actions would be an additional fee, and that he understood those were the terms of the contract.
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He then repeated this back to me, making it even more clear that he understood:
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We have never done work under any sort of retainer and I did not want to do it this way. I expressed this
and we wound up not doing that deal. Mr. Le is quite demanding and his demands often do not make
particular sense, so I outlined to him that the deal was not a way we would want to do it. He made more
demands and I asked that he not be so demanding, he apologized and said he was trying to find a way to
work in his budget:
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Hi Oak,
i’m very sorry that you feel that way. Actually I dare not order anycne in my life. As I told you bvfere I’m retired right now and live on a very limitvd budget. I have to
figure out howl can meet the financial obligation with regard to the examiner’s inquiries, It’s not an eavy job for me. However, ifl can meet this hnanciitl obligation I
want this process to cost me at a minimum.
Please, accept my apology.
Khoa.

He then ceased contact and did not contract us to do any work. We were still under no contract with Mr.
Le to handle anything as we had completed our contract to file the patent. As outlined above, he was well
aware that a new contract would be required to handle any additional work, and he was aware that would
require additional payment for the work by the attorney, and he paid nothing and did not finalize any new
contract. He was thus fully aware that we were not taking care of any response for him.
Much later I received this e-mail from Mr. Le. He had never sent a written copy of what he had gotten
from the USPTO and the last I had talked to him, I had passed on the attorneys advisement that the fee
had been paid and if the USPTO was requesting additional fees that he could either send them a check or

a credit card authorization. I assumed because he did not send the USPTO response as requested that he
had taken care of it.
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Hi Oak,
to reviewing theAppilcation OataSheet shled on 12/13/2015. missed to ndjde the first provisional and theckthe box Request Not to Publish” box. I believed at
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thou TIe, 1922 OaIlas Street, Aurora, CQ80010-2021.

As shown above, the excess claim fee had been submitted by fax to the USPTO and they had charged my
card for that fee.
His additional statements wei-e not accurate either. He had said that he wanted to file his application
internationally, which my attorneys stated he could not do if he checked “Request not to Publish” so
whichever attorney, presumably Mr. Hamerly, ensured intentionally that was NOT checked to ensure that
Mr. L&s patent could be filed internationally. As you can see from the draft provisional provided above,
the application DID cite two separate provisional patents. So that statement was false. If he was referring
to yet a third patent application, it was not supplied to us or made aware to us, and I have no knowledge of
any other patent applications to this day. It can be clearly seen that Mr. Keys appropriately accounted for
two provisional patents, that the application data sheet was filled out according to Mr. Les wishes to be
able to file internationally, and that I did not carry out any of those actions. Mr. Hamerly overlooked the
excess claims when he filed the application, which was his mistake not mine, but I corrected that mistake
anyway.
Mr. Le left me phone messages that included various threats. I most certainly would have helped him to
figure out why the USPTO had lost or not applied the payments to his case, and was planning to do so
before he began leaving threatening messages. It is the policy of my business not to continue working
with individuals who make threats, they are welcome to work with any other patent attorney or firm of
their choice. All of our obligations and contracts had been finished for Mr. Le. I sent him this response,
including the advisement of my attorneys regarding the request not to publish issue, then after another
threatening phone message sent him the second email:
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You can see from his behavior of calling himself an ‘outlaw’ and implying that he did not care about
others or the laws of this country, and from his demand to have the previous firm refund him $435 that
they had paid to the USPTO, that Mr. Le is in the habit of acting irrationally, prone to making wild
accusations and threats, prone to demanding refunds for things that clearly have been paid to the USPTO
on his behalf, and other actions.
The USPTO was having significant issues with their payment system around the end of 2015, which they

can most likely confirm. My attorneys informed me that on cases through their private practices they had
had other payments lost’ by the USPTO as well. It appears that the mistake here was that of the USPTO,
not mine, as they had charged the supplied card for Mr Les excess claims. I would have sought to have
one of our attorneys help Mr. Le in tracking down that payment and getting the situation rectified if he
had not begun issuing threats. He was perfectly able to take that information to the USPTO or to another
attorney and have the U$PTO find the payment and apply it via another attorney. He most likely can still
do so to this day, as it appears the USPTO made the mistake in this case.
I believe it is clear that I did quite the opposite of harm Mr. Le. I prevented his case from going unfiled by
Mr. Keys when he became negligent by getting Mr. Hamerly to review, represent, adjust if necessary, and
file the case. Mr. Hamerly was under explicit instructions that if he thought anything needed work,
adjustment, or rewriting to do so and if it was significant in his estimation to provide an estimate for
additional funds required to do whatever he deemed fit. As with everything, all representation and
judgment is entrusted and required to be made by the attorney filing and representing the case. Period.
When Mr. Hamerly failed to pay the excess claims due presumably to an incomplete review of the
application on his part, which I had requested him to do, I then stepped in and asked Mr. Hamerly to fix
the situation. I supplied the payment card for the payments so they would not come out of Mr. Hamerly’s
pocket, as I did with every attorney that ever worked with my business.
The information I received in the injunction is all based on statements from memory, it appears- which
have proven quite faulty. I have supplied clear documentation for the entire interaction showing that at no
point did I act as Mr. Le’s attorney, that he was very aware of that, that our responsibilities to him ended
with the filing of the patent application, that he knew that, that we filed and were charged for the excess
fees, and that I notified Mr. Le of this situation. There was no harm to Mr Le caused by me, and the
situation would not have occurred if Mr. Hamerly had properly filed the case, if the USPTO had properly
applied the payment, and I still would have helped Mr. Le rectify the situation anyway if he had not taken
to leaving me multiple threatening voicemails. Regardless of work begun by Mr. Keys, Mr. Hamerly is
the full representative of the filing, claims, and application if in his estimation he did not do what he
should have to represent the case, that is his full responsibility and a violation of his contract and his
instructions. He is a licensed attorney and should not have to be instructed as I informed him from our
very first conversation on the phone, it’s his representation and his show, if he sees fit to do something,
then that’s how it gets done. I don’t even know why he is making false statements that I instructed him to
do things that he should not have done he is a licensed attorney, he is representing the clients, not only
are those statements documented to be false, but they don’t make any sense because it would be his duty
to act as he felt was in the best interest of the represented client regardless of what anyone told him. If his
own mother told him to do something wrong on a case, he is expected professionally, ethically, and by the
contract that he signed with my business requiring him to follow the code of ethics to do the right thing
anyway. That is why he was contracted, that is what I instructed him to do, I don’t know why he is making
false statements to the contrary because it is his responsibility to do the right thing irrelevant of his
instructions so his false statements about instructions are irrelevant to begin with, in addition to it being
clearly documented that his instructions and signed contract were to do what he saw fit and was obligated
to do in order to create proper representation.
As for Mr. Le, the documentation clearly shows a trend of exaggerating, irrationality, and possibly lying
from Mr. Le, as well as a disregard for consequences to anyone else as long as he gets what he wants. The
documentation clearly shows what happened with his case. The court should assist Mr. Le in having the
USPTO find his payment and give him his priority, as I would have had one of the attorneys working with
me help him to do had he not taken to threats.
—

—

—

—

—

Mr. Montoya
Mr. Montoya contacted me regarding an office action response to his patent application. I consulted with
one of the attorneys I had contracted at the time and they disclosed that he had two different options for

how to respond. That led to this email exchange, starting with the top e-mail on 2/16/16:
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As you can see, it is not my responsiveness that diminished, it is Alex’s. The first time I asked him how he
would like to respond was on 2/16/16.1 then took it upon myself to ask again a week later on 2/23/1 6,
which I was under no obligation to do as we had not been contracted to perform any actions for him at
that point. Mr. Montoya again did not respond.
As you can see, four months and 4 days later he finally responded. This was a trend throughout my
interactions with Mr. Montoya, he frequently just didn’t respond for excessive amounts of time. While I
find Alex to be an agreeable person, I find it quite strange that he blamed the lack of communication on
me. However, again those are statements and here is the documentation that shows otherwise.
As you can see, I confirmed with Alex a third time which route he wanted to take and passed on the
advisement of the attorney as to what the routes meant.
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Please note that I messaged him on July 28, 2016 and he responded on September 2, 2016. Over a month
later. Again, I do not undei-stand why he has stated that I became hard to communicate with. You can also
see that my responses to him are often the same day.
His statement was vague, so I confirmed a fourth time:
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In addition, Mr. Harnerly provided two different quotes for the different paths of action, and Mr. Montoya
had to designate which path he wanted to pursue and then pay the appropriate amount. Thus by paying for
the action, he was confirming for the fifth time which plan of action he preferred.
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Mr. Hamerly was informed that he would be supplied with all information required from the inventors and
that he was able to talk to them at any point if he asked to or if they asked to speak to them. I informed
him that it was his choice. I believe that he did speak with one inventor about their case because he
requested to. His statement that he was directed to not have communication with Montoya is false, but I
will address Mr. Hamerly’s false statements after addressing the Montoya application. As stated
previously, not only is Mr. Hamerly’s statement false, but it what he is falsely asserting would still be his
responsibility as he is not to take direction to do anything he does not see fit in the first place. That is
quite clear and, again, required of him in our contract. As documented, I did not give him any such
instructions, and if he wrongly believed to be under any instructions he did not feel fit the contract that we
signed clearly shows that he was expected to do what he regarded to be right regardless of outside input.
Blaming a non-attorney for his actions as an attorney is in violation of everything he was taught and has
been licensed to represent, a breach of our contract, a violation of our attorney-client privilege, not to
mention he is falsely blaming me for the opposite of the instructions he was given. It appears he is well
aware of his numerous errors and is trying to take the opportunity to blame them on anyone else.
I supplied the information to Mr. Hamerly, then asked him to draft the responses that were confirmed five
times by Mr. Montoya as the plan of action he preferred:
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As you can see, Mr. Hamerly asked if the response was to be submitted by him, or by Mr. Montoya. Here
is my response:
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As you can see, I specifically told Mr. Hamerly that he needed to file the case as he had power of attorney
and the revival would be automatically granted. This entire response could be summed up by the above e
mail. He is the licensed practitioner, he was instructed to represent and file every piece of work, and he
often tried to dodge that duty and pass it to someone else. At which point I would put it squarely back on
him. It appears that he is now in hindsight still trying to dodge that duty and put it on others, and white I
dealt with it before and did not file any complaints against him with the proper governing body, I have to
say his behavior has gone on too far and has crossed too many lines. I refuse to pretend that he is
innocently naïve any more and no longer wish to ignore his transgressions and let him have a second
chance. He has taken every second chance he has gotten to push things aside and blame others rather than
beginning to take the proper actions.
We had an interchange in which he was assigned power of attorney for a reason at his own
recommendation. Why was he asking me how to file the application? That was the entire point of his own
recommendation that he needed to be given power of attorney. He should not even be asking questions
like that, it’s completely absurd.
It appears he has extended asking questions he should have never asked into falsely accusing me of giving
him instruction that he obviously would have been irresponsible to take even in the world he created
through his false accounts, and then he extended that into blaming others for the results of the actions he
took that he falsely asserts were from instructions opposite of what he was given (as documented above),
in cases where he should not have asked for instructions in the first place. And where he was actually
given instructions to act as an attorney on his own accord and do what he saw fit under his training and
]icense. It’s a loop of “I didn’t do it, it’s not my fault” behavior that I’m not sure how to understand the fact
that it’s coming from a licensed attorney, let alone a mature adult. Apologies if that is an informal
statement in a formal matter, but it defies any logical explanation. The actions of Mr. Hamerly have only
become more and more bizarre and unethical over the time since I originally met him, and I was in
complete shock reading his false statements in this proceeding. I do not see how he is served by making
these false statements as he committed no wrong actions in the true events that he was accounting, his
unethical behavior related to his negligence in those cases, particularly related to timeline and avoidance
of his duties to the customers, which were not a part of this inquiry to my knowledge. I don’t know why
he chose to enter false statements that are clearly documented as untrue, but I do not understand many of
his actions and am quite certain that in his list of excuses he provided to account for his negligent
behavior and slipping timelines, that all of those statements could not have been true either; though I

cannot say for sure that he wasn’t the victim of no Internet access, no private PAIR access, severe
migraines, problems with his significant other and all of his other excuses in a row.
I am now being brought in front of the Colorado Supreme court as a result of his chain of actions and as a
result of my tattempt to move on without reporting his previous negligence and thus to allow him to move
on and have another shot at his life and career. I may seek civil action with Mr. Hamerly as a result of his
continued actions to this point, I will have to seek advisement on that matter; his choice of entering false
statements against me to avoid his own responsibilities and leading to the potential of consequences
against me is certainly morally inexcusable.
Also proven here, in documentation, is that Michael Charles Harnerly prepared the RCE and then sent it
to me for confirmation. And you can see that I responded and told him to sign it and submit it. You can
also see that he was highly unorganized and repeatedly needed to be reminded of actions he was
neglecting (which led me eventually to use another attorney primarily instead of Mr. Hamerly).
So that is the first clearly documented lie that Mr. Hamerly has entered on the record. He stated he did not
prepare the RCE, and there is the email in which he supplied the RCE he prepared. He stated he did not
file it. there is the email from me telling him that he had to file it. To further back that up, here is the
invoice Mr. Hamerly provided for completing that case:
Michael Charles Hamerly
Attorney at Law
420 Vall St. #105
Seattle, WA 98121
(206)618-0311 E---rnail mchumerlv(a.tmaiLcom
November 14, 2016
Dak Steiert
Intelliient Patent Services, LLC
165 Charolais Circle
Unit A
Edwards CU, 1632.
Re: Office Actions 11w Montova, Glass, and Lediord
Drafting C)flice Actions for the above subject ($4(}OMO each).
AMOUNT OF CURRENT STATEMENT

S 1,200.00

101 AL BALANCE
DUE

S 1,200.00

Please make cheeks payable to Michael C. Hamcrlv

As you can see, Mr. Hamerly not only drafted the RCE and petition but filed and signed them, and billed
for it. It is clearly documented.
Mr. Ledford

It does not state anywhere that I am an attorney, I do not represent myself as an attorney, and the
communications above show clearly that any customers I have dealt with have stated themselves that they
fully understand that I am not an attorney. Mr. Ledford did not believe that I was an attorney due to any
representation I made at any point, if he ever did perhaps his statement relates to prior to talking with
me.
However, as you can see from his e-mail here, he did not believe me to be a lawyer. He states that I am an
engineer and refers to the attorneys separately:
—
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The following exchange shows that not only did we help Mr. Ledford draft a response to his patent, but
we had him confirm the response:
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Here is Hank not only confirming receipt of that draft, but also responding to it and making notes
regarding changes:
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Here is my confirmation that it was filed by Mr. Hamerly:
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As in all cases, Mr. Hamerly was told that if he ever thought that is was proper to contact the inventor, he
should do so, which he did. I am not sure what purpose he has in stating that I told him otherwise, but I
did not.
Here is my correspondence to Mr. Hamerly asking that he file the office action for Mr. Ledford on
December 1, 2016.
*
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I have never before cited statute and case law, which was obviously done by Mr. Hamerly.
I’m not sure why Mr. Harnerly asked Mr. Ledford for payment. I’m not sure why Mr. Hamerly told Mr.
Ledford that he had to handle the case himself. As you see, clearly documented above, Mr. Hamerly wasP
contracted to and instructed to file the response himself. If Mr Hamerly instructed Mr. Ledford to take
care of it himself, I am first of all appalled that he would do that, and second of all that is highly
unprofessional at best of Mr. Hamerly when he had clear instructions to file the case for Mr. Ledford.
I received this response from Mr. Hamerly,
Michael Hamerly
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Ito this day have no idea why he would not have had access to private PAIR, that is his responsibility. I
supplied him with what he asked for and expected him to file the application.
As documented above, Mr. Hamerly drafted and filed that response. It is unclear why he is lying and
asserting otherwise, but I must assume it has to do with his actions with Mr. Ledford and his Jack of
access to Private PAIR that he stated.
Mr. Glass
Again, I instructed Mr. Hamerly that he could speak to the inventors at any point if he saw fit. As I did
with any attorney I have ever worked with, and which they could all attest to. For instance I believe Mr.
Montoya spoke at great length with his attorney during his initial filing which I believe was Bryan
Fischmann. on my recommendation due as well I believe, though that was years ago and I am quoting
from memory in that instance.
Here is Mr. Hamerly providing a first draft of the Office action:
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Mr. Hamerly made some very obvious errors, including improperly copying down the date of the original
office action. He sent an updated draft:
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I sent Mr. Glass the draft, he approved.
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Here is my instruction asking Mr. Hamerly to file the office action response for Mr. Glass, and here is his
response and confirmation that he did so via USPS:

Please fHe Rick Glass Screw hole repair office acticn
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Here are the subsequent emalls, demonstrating how Mr. Hamerly neglects things:
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My response was due to the fact that all he had to do was look at the office action mail date and he would
have known before he filed that he needed to include the extension fee. That is a painfully obvious
oversight for him to make. One of many in our later interactions which led to the cessation of our
relationship, and had previously led to the restriction of it to those actions he proved good at previously
(he proved quite poor in his ability to perfom some actions, for instance he did not seem to understand
the requirements for patent drawings at all).
In any case, there is the documentation that clearly catches Mr. Hamerly in a series of lies.
As a side note, in September of 2016 I stopped accepting new clients and running my business, except to
help clients we had previously worked with to make sure they were properly served, as I am trying to start
a tech platform to help entrepreneurs, which is my dream, my passion, and the reason I ran Intelligent
Patent Services.
Mr. Hamerly made a number of strange statements to me over the course of our relationship. He stated his
access to his account in the USPTO EFS web was not active so he had to file several cases without his
personal account. He told me that his internet had been shut off due to nonpayment. He told me at times
something had occurred with his significant other. It always seemed to be something. At first I accepted

this, but over time it started to seem bizarre and possibly not true. He generally eventually finished and
filed cases, though sometimes with great delay and often with stories that did not necessarily add up. It
didn’t seem likely one individual could have all of these issues, but then again I did not know and as long
as he finished his work and it was done properly in the end, it was only something that struck me as
strange. Here is one such statement from Mr. Harnerly:
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As you can see, he was entrusted to file all applications he was responsible for, and often provided
reasons that this was delayed.
Mr. Harnerly was paid by check for all of his cases. His statement that he did not receive payment is not
true. Here is a message from him stating that he received payment for one of the cases, it does not
describe which case:
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Mr. Hamerly, as with all of the attorneys I have worked with (as could be confirmed by Michael Smith et
al) was given my company debit card in order to file patents. Here is an e-mail giving him the card
information I sent two ernails with the card information in two halves and asked him to delete the
information from his emails in case his email got hacked at some point. Luckily I forgot to delete the sent
email and have the documentation:
—
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Here the beginning of my discussion with Michael regarding the Request for Continued Examination and
the Petition to Revive:
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As can be seen, I often had to remind Michael to do things over quite some time due to his
disorganization:
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Mr. Hamerly apparently believes himself to be cute and liked to play games. Instead of saying that he
“understood” something after he had left a draft with a number of errors, he wrote this:
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His email is “mcharnerly@gmail.com” a play on MC Hammer.
His resume was sent to me titled “MC Hamerly IP Resume” which is a play on “MC Hamerly I Presume”.
I’m not sure what Mr. Hamerly’s reasons are for lying, except perhaps his actions on the Ledford case, but
it is clear that he likes to play games and believes himself to be smarter than those around him, thinking
that he could slip by statements like “I undeserved that loud and clear” and no one would notice his
superior game/intelligence. I honestly do not pretend to understand Mr. Harnerly or Mr. Le.
As the documentation clearly shows, I have never prepared a patent for any client. I have never filed a
case for any client. I have never represented myself as an attorney, and there is documented
communication from each individual stating that they understood I was NOT their attorney. My website

has been edited and partially put together by contracted coders, such as an individual webmaster going by
‘Mircu’ from the now defunct eLance site, and coders tend to put templated or representative information
into pages based on their best guess from information they are supplied. I cannot possibly check every
aspect of hundreds of pages of my website with the resources I have, however I strongly believe that there
is absolutely no information on the site which holds me out in any way to be an attorney. As mentioned in
the injunction documents, the page states that the clients will work with experienced and licensed
attorneys, which directly excludes me from being that attorney. Those attorneys have included but are not
limited to:
Michael Smith
Keith Miller
Xiyan Zhang
Michael Hamerfy
Bryan Fischmann
James Keys III
Greg Finch
To my knowledge from what those attorneys provided and stated all of these individuals had at least 5
years of experience and as much as twenty years and are all licensed, which is exactly what the website
states. These individuals, and possibly several other licensed attorneys that may have briefly worked with
my business, drafted and filed every single case in front of the USPTO that my business ever handled.
Several of them have been US Patent Office Examiners, as have several others that offered their services
and on request any client can be matched with an attorney who has been an examiner previously, as
stated. Those are true and accurate statements. No customer has ever requested an attorney who was a
former examiner, however, so none have taken that offer directly. In fact, as many as half of the customers
that call in eventually ask “What firm am I speaking with again? I’ve called many.” So no information on
the website is taken as absolute, as the customers simply skim it and then ask questions on the phone or
via e-mail about anything that they deem to be important to them. As such, the website is simply
considered informational and it states that at the bottom of the page. There is also a disclaimer at the
bottom of the site that states that nothing on the page represents legal advice, and that the legal advice
would need to originate from the attorney on their case about their specific situation. The website is
hundreds of pages with thousands of components, written over time by contracted webmasters I am not
skilled at all in editing or changing the website and at any point where I’ve even tried to make a change it
often turns into $ hours of Googling coding and struggling with things that I do not know how to do in
order to try to get one thing to happen. Which is exactly why there is a disclaimer at the bottom of the
website, and it works just fine with the fact that callers at least half the time don’t remember who they’re
even calling, about 98% of the time ask the pricing which is prominently featured all over the website but
they still often take in so little information from it that they just want to call and speak to someone. This is
exactly why the website states and is considered to be for introductory information only and does not
represent, as it states, either legal advice or an exacting, binding, or constantly updated legal document. It
is clearly understood by anyone that information on the internet is never updated daily, it is not possible to
do so, and thus clients confirm or ask questions either via the phone or via email regarding anything that
they consider to be important to them.
—

—

At any other firm, there is an HR department to make sure everyone gets paid, secretaries to answer the
phones, handle routine communications and observe timelines, a marketing department, someone to hire
and manage the IT departmentlcoders, someone to do patent searching, and many other roles. All of those
roles are non-legal, but in sum they are very valuable. If one individual could do all of those roles, they
would be providing something valuable. That is what I am at my business very valuable, entirely non
legal. In addition, all of those roles significantly help the customer and the attorneys, which is why
—

attorneys have chosen to work with my business and why customers were much better served by my
business than they would have been by the attorneys alone. Furthermore, by doing all of these roles, I
managed to negotiate better rates for my customers. I am incredibly passionate about helping
entrepreneurs and making sure that everyone has access to the American dream that if they have the
work ethic, the creativity, and the motivation, they can take an idea and turn it into something. My
business has helped many customers pursue the American dream, and I am very proud of that. My
business has not been a harm to society nor illegal, but instead a tremendous help to its clients. The
instances above stern from the actions of Mr Le, Mr Hamerly, poor memory which is clearly contradicted
by documentation, and a payment lost by the USPTO. I made every effort to create great outcomes for
every customer I have ever worked with, as is also documented above.
—

My business never handled any matter of state law or any matter that would appear before a state court,
thereby removing as I was instructed by Michael Smith and other attorneys any stipulation that a
corporation cannot participate in matters before the national USPTO bar. My business has never
participated in any activity that would require licensing before the Bar of the state of Colorado or any
other state bar. The court is advised that the USPTO has a national bar with separate stipulations and
licensing, that there are individuals who are registered to practice patent law before the USPTO and are
not attorneys licensed by any state these individuals are referred to as patent agents. Again, I have nevei
filed or drafted any patents, office actions, or other matters for any client; the court must note that the
practice of patent prosecution alone is different from the practice of other forms of law and does not
require licensing in front of a state bar, nor does it ban corporations from participation in state law. In
order to comply with this, I have turned down $250,000 patent litigation lawsuits as that would be a
matter for state court that we cannot participate in. I have paid roughly $155,832 to the attorneys I have
contracted with over the years and taken the advisement of all of the individuals listed above in making
sure my business is legal, plus at least two others I worked with briefly. No individual holding themselves
out to be an attorney would pass 5250,000 lawsuits or pay most of their earnings to attorneys to ensure
that everything was done properly. The documentation above shows that myself and my business acted
properly and legally on all of those cases, and that is not just my word but clearly documented step by
step. Because the USPTO has a separate patent Bar not having the rules that corporations cannot
participate in patent law, organizations including Invent Help are in business with the same company
structure, and they are not being accused of any of the same things I have received because it is known
that they are operating legally. My business is no different, and does not violate any laws or have any
improper practice.
—

I trusted each of the above listed attorneys and at least two more to ensure that everything my business did
was in good faith and was legal. I am attaching the Offer of Counsel that Michael Hamerly signed, which
demands that he act in accordance to the appropriate ethics code.
As can be seen from the documentation, the clients would have been harmed if left only in the hands of
Mr. Hamerly, who would have made many mistakes and neglected to file their cases in a timely manner
and in several cases without proper payment. The clients also would have been harmed if left only in the
hands of Mr. Keys, who was neglecting to finish Mr. Les application at all, whereupon I had Mr. Hamerly
finalize and file the application. It is my actions, integrity, and business that avoided those situations.
Furthermore, the USPTO lost Mr Le’s payment causing him to lose his priority date, and I have been
informed that during that period of time the USPTO had many such problems with their payment system.
Mr. Le could have had the attorneys working with me or any other attorneys work with the USPTO to fix
that situation, but he instead resorted to threats and false statements, which are documented.
Many times more clients have thanked my business for the work of my attorneys and have gotten much
better outcomes than they would have if they worked with most of our competitors. I have heard countless
stories of local attorneys who charged clients $20,000 for a patent, disappeared for six months, took two

years to filed, and then were incredibly unhelpful later. Licensed attorneys at their own practices. I believe
that Mr. Hamerly and Mr. Keys would have allowed actions like this if it were not for me managing
timelines and effectively acting as their secretary.
I would have to question whether Mr. Hamerly is fit to continue practicing law given not only his repeated
errors and neglecting timelines, but now his documented false representations. I am not sure why he
entered these false representations, but presumably he was attempting to defend his own license at my
expense, knowing that he had acted in an unethical manner. In addition, the other attorneys I have worked
with consider our relationship to be privileged under attorney-client privilege, and I consider my
relationship with Mr. Harnerly to also be privileged. Thus all of his statements should be considered
inadmissable, as well as verified lies, and he would be committing a further ethics violation by making
them.
The allegations here are not only proven wrong by all of the documentation, but they come one attorney
who appears to be trying to protect himself from his own conduct by hiding behind his license and
blaming me for what he has done, and from three individuals who are upset about the USPTO’s response
to their patent applications which any patent attorney or any U$PTO examiner can tell you that the vast
majority of patent applications receive at least initial resistance from the USPTO. Aside from the USPTO
apparently losing Mr. Le’s payment, there isn’t even an allegation that the work performed by my
attorneys was done incorrectly. Furthermore, if the USPTO were to locate the payment I am confident
they are still able to restore Mr. Le’s priority date as the mistake appears to be theirs (though Mr. Hamerly
was instructed to make any changes, additions, or anything else he saw fit in order to represent the filing,
which would have included counting the claims to ensure the proper fee was paid; and he should have
ensured he had access to his USPTO account in order to apply payment to the case directly electronically;
but after all of that the USPTO should have applied the payment anyway).
—

This investigation should be into organizations like InventHelp, and their inferior competitors. For a long
time there were organizations like “Worldwide Patent Marketing” who were absolutely terrible, and we
helped many customers who otherwise have gotten utterly scammed by companies like them. I believe
that company has now been replaced by its equivalent by other names. We once had an individual from
Invent Help call and want to work with my business. He stated that “Only 1 in 10,000 of their clients
succeed, so it doesn’t make any difference.” I was appalled and informed him he would never work with
me. I have turned down many licensed attorneys who have asked to work with me because their resumes
were inferior or their attitudes poor. I have ended relationships with many more, including Mr. Hamerly
and Mr. Keys, when they became negligent of timelines and details. I have heard horror stories dozens or
even hundreds of times from individuals who worked with other attorneys without oversight such as mine
even if I am nothing more than a glorified secretary and patent searcher. Nonetheless, I made sure that
quality work got done and done on time for clients. Again, the issues listed above were, as documented,
resultant from Mr. Hamerly. a lost payment at the USPTO, and the actions of Mr. Le. All of the work for
all customers was carried out by very qualified attorneys, and to a higher quality than many of those
attorneys would have provided independently. In addition, the customers had the benefit of someone who
believed fully in their interests vetting the attorneys and making sure they did not get inexperienced or
lazy attorneys. I feel that in many instances I cared more about the success of the clients than they did,
and was often sad that they didn’t make more use of the business advice I had to offer them because I
considered our work a failure if they didn’t not only get a patent but get a financial success out of their
invention and hopefully even change their life. I’ve never met anyone else in the patent field who seemed
to truly believe that and feel that way, and I’ve met very few if anyone working at any patent organizations
who had any significant experience helping businesses succeed in the real world after the attorneys had
helped the patent application proceed. For most small inventors and businesses without this piece their
idea was destined to become another forgotten filing on the shelves of the USPTO, and I fought with

—

everything I had to change that whenever I was given an opportunity. I would happily have given hours of
advice to Mr. Le, Mr. Montoya, Mr. Ledford and Mr. Glass to help their ideas succeed as well, and
certainly gave advice at least to Mr. Montoya, but aside from slight business questions they netter asked
despite my offer.
In summary, I request that the injunction be waived and the record set straight. I can understand that
because I have taken on every non-legal role at my firm that from the outside to investigators it may have
been confusing, but something that appears confusing does not in any way, shape, or form mean anything
in front of the law. The facts are that I have never practiced law, my business was never involved in any
matter of state law, I have never held myself to anyone to be an attorney, I have never written a patent for
anyone else, nor filed any patents, office actions, or other matters before the USPTO for any customer.
This is all documented above. My website as stated crashed well over a year ago and was totally deleted
and then had to be restored from a backup which was years old as there were no automatic backups from
the server. This instated many old links, old information, etc, but because I was not operating the business
and no one visits the site if it is not advertised, those do not represent active information or advertisement
of any kind.
All of the points submitted to me that were, it seems, the result almost entirely of verbal statements I have
responded to with clear documentation. Point by point. It appears the only mistake I have made was
entrusting Mr. Hamerly and the organizations that licensed him.
My passion is to help entrepreneurs, and while after September 2016 1 moved on from my patent business
to try to start a tech compahy, my goal is the same- to help entrepreneurs have the best possible access to
the American Dream. Anyone with an idea, creativity, and motivation given the ability to succeed. I will
continue to pursue that dream for others until the day I day, as it is my greatest passion and I believe it is
one of the greatest things we can provide for our society.
I have done nothing but keep on top of Mr. Hamerly and Mr. Keys to fix their mistakes, and have gotten
nothing in return but to have these allegations filed against me when I was the one fixing the errors and
protecting both Mr. Hamerly and Mi-. Keys and the clients.
The only reason this inquiry is into me instead of into Mr. Hamerly is I did not feel that he deserved to be
disbarred and have his entire future ruined over the things he was doing and the mistakes he was making
(as well as his constant supposed lack of access to things like Private PAIR and even the internet). So
rather than reporting him, I stayed on top of him and worked with him to get his cases done and the
same with James Keys when he became massively negligent of his cases. Mr. Harnerly responded by
breaking attorney-client confidentiality and then entering false statements against me for the things he did
in order to try to save himself, when I was trying to help him in the first place and give him a chance to
get his act together down the line (and no longer working with me). Since he sees fit to try to take
advantage of my silence by blaming his actions on me, I see no reason to continue to try to protect him
from himself.
—

—

I ask that the injunction be waived not because I wish to run my business at this moment, but because I
have every right to and because its operations are fully legal. I have spent years building it and it is far
better than almost all alternatives. If I don’t choose to run the business any more, it is only because I have
found an even more impactful way to help my fellow Americans and entrepreneurs.
Thank you for this chance to set the record straight and clarify that my business has always acted legally
and in good faith.

